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(R3) 13:45 AYR, 2m 110y 

Totequadpot Novices' Chase (Class 4) (5YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 P3P6U7 OKEY DOKEY (IRE) 9 
b g Papal Bull - Allsorts

7 10 - 12 A W Short (7)
P Griffin

-

Jockey Colours: White, black disc, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Only completed once in 4 starts in Irish points and hasn't offered much in
novice/maiden hurdles. Up against it on chase debut.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

2 0544/13- TOTALIZE 535 D 
b g Authorized - You Too

9 10 - 12 Danny Cook
B Ellison

-

Jockey Colours: Black and light blue check, black sleeves, light blue armlets, red cap
Timeform says: Useful handicap hurdler who won at Market Rasen in July 2016 before a
good third at Galway 2 weeks later when last seen. Major chance on chase debut despite
lengthy absence to overcome.  (Forecast 2.25)

Notes: 

3 P5P1-64 JENNYS MELODY (IRE) 16 C D 
b m Gamut - Pharaway Stream

9 10 - 5 A E Lynch
S R B Crawford

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, beige triple diamond and star on cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful hurdler who capitalised on a reduced mark to win for the fourth
time in that sphere at this course in April. Recent stable debut was also encouraging and big
player on chasing bow.  (Forecast 3.50)

Notes: 

4 112514- KELKA 270 D 
b m Exit To Nowhere - Scarvagh Diamond

6 10 - 5 B Hughes
J M Jefferson

-

Jockey Colours: Black and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves
Timeform says: Useful bumper winner who won 3 times over hurdles last term, resuming
progress at Newcastle in March. Dam won over fences and this looks a nice starting point for
her in this new discipline.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: KELKA has a bit of ground to make up with a couple of her rivals over hurdles,
but she’s a likeable mare and is bred to make a chaser. Jennys Melody and Totalize are major players,
with the former narrowly preferred for forecast purposes.


